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Abstract

Background
Idiopathic pulmonary �brosis (IPF) is a chronic respiratory disease with high incidence rate, morbidity and
mortality. Jinshui Huanxian formula (JHF) is an empirical formula for the pathogenesis of lung-kidney qi
de�ciency and phlegm-blood stasis in pulmonary �brosis. The purpose of this study is to explore the
pharmacological mechanism of JHF action in IPF therapy by network interaction analysis.

Methods
The main active components and corresponding target genes of JHF were predicted using various
databases. Two sets of IPF disease genes were obtained from the DisGeNET database and GEO
database. Two sets of drug targets for IPF treatment were collected and the overlapping genes between
disease genes and drug targets were analyzed. The target genes of JHF were intersected with the
differentially expressed genes of IPF to obtain the predicted targets of JHF acting on IPF. The functions
and pathways of predicted targets acting on IPF were analyzed by using DAVID and KEGG pathway
database. Finally, the resulting drug target mechanisms were validated in a rat model of pulmonary
�brosis.

Results
494 active compounds and 1304 corresponding targets were screened. Intersection analysis showed that
4 genes were common genes of JHF targets, IPF disease genes and anti-IPF drugs in KEGG database,
and these genes were targeted by several compounds of JHF respectively. 72 JHF targets were closely
related with IPF, and were thus considered therapeutically relevant. The targets were screened and
participated in the regulation of IPF through 18 pathways. The molecular functions of targets included
regulation of oxidoreductase activity, kinase regulator activity, phosphotransferase activity and
transmembrane receptor protein kinase activity. In vivo experiments showed that JHF could alleviate the
degree of pulmonary �brosis, including the decrease of collagen deposition and epithelial-mesenchymal
transition.

Conclusions
This study explored the mechanisms of JHF from a systematic point of view, trying to identify the
speci�c target pathways acing on IPF. Pharmacological network with in vivo validation explained the
potential roles and mechanisms of JHF in IPF therapy.

Background
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Idiopathic pulmonary �brosis (IPF) is a chronic respiratory disease, which is characterized by progressive
�brosis of lung parenchyma, resulting in loss of function and respiratory failure. It is the most common
pulmonary interstitial disease with an estimated incidence of 2.8–9.3 out of 100,000 per year in Europe
and North America[1]. The mortality rate of IPF is very high, and the median survival time reported is
about 3 years[2]. As a chronic and refractory disease, the incidence, disability and mortality of IPF are
increasing year by year, which seriously affects the health of patients and increases the social and
economic burden. Glucocorticoids and immunosuppressants (such as cyclophosphamide, cyclosporine
A, azathioprine, etc.) as traditional methods for treatment of pulmonary �brosis, although they can
alleviate in�ammation, they have poor prognosis in preventing the development and improvement of
pulmonary �brosis[3]. Compared with single target drugs, multi-target drugs may be more effective due to
synergistic effect or negative regulation of resistance[4, 5].

Traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) is one of the main components of medical practice, it is a natural
chemical library. Chinese herbal compound has the characteristics of multi-component, multi-target and
complex mechanism of action. It can enhance the body function and reduce the drug toxicity through the
synergistic mechanism of main active ingredients. Jinshui Huanxian formula (JHF) is an empirical
formula for the pathogenesis of lung-kidney qi de�ciency and phlegm-blood stasis in pulmonary �brosis.
It takes Ginseng and Radix Rehmanniae as the monarch, nourishes yin and dissipates phlegm, promotes
blood circulation and regulating qi, and mainly treats the syndrome of lung-spleen de�ciency and phlegm-
blood stasis in the later stage. In clinical practice, it has a signi�cant effect in improving the clinical
symptoms, slowing down the development of the disease and improving the quality of life[6].

Network pharmacology integrates system level network analysis and pharmacology to gain insight into
the complex mechanisms of herbal formulas used to treat complex diseases[7, 8]. Network
pharmacology analysis has been applied to Chinese herbal medicine to study the role of multi-target
compounds in the biological network and explore a variety of molecular mechanisms[7, 9]. In this context,
the purpose of this study is to establish a comprehensive research method based on network
pharmacology to explore the pharmacological mechanisms of JHF acting on idiopathic pulmonary
�brosis.

In order to explore the pharmacological mechanisms of JHF associated with idiopathic pulmonary
�brosis, we used JHF based network pharmacology to study the relationship among traditional Chinese
medicine, compounds, target genes and IPF differentially expressed genes. First, through extensive data
mining, we collected information on two groups of IPF-related disease genes, two groups of anti-IPF
drugs and therapeutic targets. Second, we gathered information on bioactive compounds in JHF and
retrieved candidate target genes from public databases. Through the analysis of the collected data sets,
the possible important targets of JHF were identi�ed, and the related pathways involved in the possible
targets of JHF were recognized. Then, based on IPF differentially expressed genes, network analysis was
conducted to obtain the information of therapeutic targets in JHF that might target IPF differentially
expressed genes, the biological functions of targets and the important pathways involved. The predictive
targets and functions of JHF were veri�ed by in vivo experiments.
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Methods
The whole work�ow was illustrated in Fig. 1

Identi�cation Of Active JHF Ingredients
TCMSP (http://tcmspw.com/tcmsp.php) is a unique Chinese herbal medicine system pharmacology
platform, contains information about absorption, distribution, metabolism and excretion (ADME)
characteristics of compounds[10]. Oral bioavailability (OB) and drug-likeness (DL) are the two most
important indicators to evaluate the characteristics of ADME through bioinformatics. OB represents the
percentage of unchanged oral dose of drugs reaching systemic circulation, indicating the convergence of
ADME process. High oral bioavailability is often the key index to determine the properties of bioactive
molecules[11]. DL is a qualitative concept used in drug design to evaluate how “drug-like” a compound is,
such as solubility and chemical stability, which helps optimize pharmacokinetics and drug properties[12].
TCMID (http://119.3.41.228:8000/tcmid/search/) is a comprehensive database including formulae,
herbs, herbal ingredients, information for drugs and diseases. This database helps researchers in the
�elds of traditional medicine to discover potential new drugs and the mechanisms of drug interactions.

Compounds were retained only if OB ≥ 30 and DL ≥ 0.18 to satisfy criteria suggested by TCMSP
database. All 494 ingredients were collected using Traditional Chinese Medicine Systems Pharmacology
Database and Analysis Platform TCMSP and TCMID.

Compound Targets For JHF
For each compound, putative targets were predicted from TCMSP database and web server STITCH
(http://stitch.embl.de/, ver. 5.0) [13]with the ‘Homo sapiens’ species setting. The STITCH database use
compounds that were structurally similar to the chemical components of JHF to identify targets
(Additional �le 1: Table S1). The threshold of con�dence score was set as 0.8, which is a high con�dence
score, �lter genes associated with chemicals.

Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis Associated Genes
Information on IPF-associated genes was collected from the database GEO
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/)[14] and DisGeNET (http://www.disgenet.org/, ver. 6.0)[15].
Searching DisGeNET with disease name “Idiopathic pulmonary �brosis”, 378 IPF-associated genes were
obtained (Additional �le 2: Table S2). The GEO database was searched and genomic expression pro�le in
lung tissue of IPF patients was found (dataset GSE2052). The corresponding research analyzed human
lung tissues from 13 IPF lung explants and 11 normal histology lung tissue samples. A total of 257
differentially expressed genes with known gene symbols were con�rmed, in which 122 were up-regulated
(logFC ≥ 1) and 135 were down-regulated (logFC≤-1) in IPF patients (Additional �le 3: Table S3).
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Anti-IPF Drugs And Their Targets
The known anti-IPF drugs and their targets were collected from KEGG[16](
https://www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway.html) and DrugBank database[17]( https://www.drugbank.ca/, ver.
5.1.4). From the KEGG pathway database, we found 4 drugs and their 14 target proteins by searching IPF
(Additional �le 4: Table S4). In DrugBank database, only drugs approved by the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) were chosen for the treatment of idiopathic pulmonary �brosis and whose targets
were human genes/proteins. In total, we extracted 2 drugs and 26 target proteins from the DrugBank
database (Additional �le 5: Table S5).

Construction Of The Target Networks
The constructed compound-target and target-pathway networks were visualised using Cytoscape ver.
3.6.0 (http://www.cytoscape.org/). Nodes represent chemicals and targets; edges indicate interactions
between chemicals and targets, and between targets and pathways.

In order to screen out the targets of JHF regulating the differentially expressed genes of IPF, �rstly, IPF-
associated differentially expressed genes were mapped to High-quality INTeractomes ver. 4 (HINT;
http://hint.yulab.org). The HINT database is a curated compilation of high-quality protein-protein
interactions from eight interactome resources (BioGRID, MINT, iRefWeb, DIP, IntAct, HPRD, MIPS and the
PDB)[18]. The target gene network which contained the selected targets and the neighbor genes.
Secondly, predicted targets of JHF were mapped to IPF-associated differentially expressed gene network,
small network was extracted from the selected targets, and the target information of regulating IPF-
associated genes was obtained.

Functional Annotation Clustering Analysis
To clarify the functions and pathways that were involved in predicted JHF targets, the functional
annotation clustering tool in Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery (DAVID) ver.
6.8 (https://david.ncifcrf.gov/home.jsp) was used to calculate both the Gene Ontology (GO) enrichment
and the KEGG pathways.

Reagents And Animals
Jinshui Huanxian formula was provided by the Pharmaceutical Department of Henan University of
Chinese Medicine. Extraction procedure used for obtaining and standardizing JHF and JHF
administration in vivo were performed as previously described[6]. Bleomycin hydrochloride was
purchased from the Nippon Kayaku Co. Ltd. (lot 650427). Pirfenidone (PFD) was obtained from the
Beijing Kangdini Pharmaceutical Co. Ltd. (lot 150603) (Beijing, China).
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The animal experiments were conducted with the approval of the Experimental Animal Care and Ethics
Committee of Henan University of Chinese Medicine and were in accordance with the internationally
accepted principles for laboratory animal use and care. Sprague-Dawley rats (200 ± 20 g) were obtained
from the Experimental Animal Center of Henan Province (Zhengzhou, China). The rats were housed under
standard conditions of temperature (26 ± 2℃), humidity (50 ± 10%) and light intensity (12 h light/dark
cycle), and fed with free access to standard laboratory food and water. All animal protocols in the study
were performed in accordance with international ethical guidelines and the National Institutes of Health
Guide concerning the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. The experiments were approved by the
Experimental Animal Care and Ethics Committee of the First A�liated Hospital, Henan University of
Traditional Chinese Medicine.

Pulmonary Fibrosis Rat Model And Drug Administration
Pulmonary �brosis (PF) rat model was established as described in the previous study[19]. Brie�y, rats
were randomly divided into four groups. The rat model of pulmonary �brosis was prepared by tracheal
infusion of bleomycin at 5 mg/kg. Then PF rats were intragastrically administrated with normal saline,
JHF (10.8 g/kg), and PFD Capsules (50 mg/kg) every day for 4 weeks. Finally, all rats were sacri�ced, and
lung tissues were collected.

Histological Analysis
The formaldehyde-�xed lung tissues were para�n-embedded and cut into 4 µm sections. The sections
were stained with hematoxylin-eosin solution (Solarbio, Beijing, China), and Masson’s Trichrome stain kit
(Solarbio, Beijing, China) to determine the collagen distribution. Digital images were captured by using
light microscopic.

Western Blot
Lung tissues were homogenized and lysed with RIPA containing PMSF (Solarbio, Beijing, China) for
30 min, centrifuged at 12,000 g for 10 min at 4 °C. Lysates were mixed with SDS loading buffer and
boiled at 100 °C for 5 min. Proteins were separated by SDS-PAGE gel and transferred to PVDF
membranes (Millipore, Bedford, MA, United States). The membranes were sealed with 5% nonfat-milk and
incubated with the following primary antibodies: α-SMA (1:1000, Proteintech, China), E-cadherin (1:1000,
Proteintech, China), N-cadherin (1:1000, Proteintech, China) and GAPDH (1:5000, Proteintech, China)
antibodies at 4 °C overnight. The membranes were incubated with horseradish peroxidase-linked anti-
rabbit or anti-mouse antibody (1:3000, Proteintech, China) for 2 h, and visualized on a Bio-Rad Chemi
Doc™ MP System (Bio-Rad, United States) using Super ECL Plus reagent (Solarbio, China).

Statistical Analysis
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All data were expressed as means ± standard errors of the means (S.E.M.). Statistical evaluation of the
data was performed with one-way ANOVA followed by a post hoc Tukey’s test, and considered signi�cant
at P-values < 0.05.

Results

Compounds and predicted targets in JHF
JHF contains 12 herb materials that include Renshen (Ginseng Radix et Rhizoma ,GRR), Maidong (radix
ophiopogonis, RO), Dihuang (Radix Rehmanniae, RR), Gualou (Fructus et Semen Trichosanthis, FST),
Zhebeimu (Bulbus Fritillariae Thunbergii, BFT), Mudanpi (Cortex Moutan Radicis, CMR), Yinyanghuo
(Herba Epimedii Brevicornus, HEB), Baiguo (Semen Ginkgo, SG), Baitouweng (Radix Pulsatillae,RP),
Yiyiren (Semen Coicis, SC), Chenpi (Pericarpium Citri Reticulatae, PCR), Gouqizi(inLycii Fructus, LF). We
collected compounds from the TCMSP and TCMID databases by oral bioavailability and drug-likeness,
including 162 compounds in GRR, 22 compounds in RO, 10 compounds in RR, 41 compounds in FST, 27
compounds in BFT, 28 compounds in CMR, 50 compounds in HEB, 53 compounds in SG, 25 compounds
in RP, 11 compounds in SC, 40 compounds in PCR and 79 compounds in LF. Of the 548 compounds, 54
were duplicated and therefore removed, resulting in 494 compounds.

We used the STITCH database to predict the targets of the selected compounds. The compounds were
predicted to interact with 1304 distinct protein targets with high con�dence level (Additional �le 1: Table
S1). Figure 2 showed the JHF drug-target network, describing its multi-component and multi-target
therapy. Notably, there were different numbers of mutual putative targets among the compounds in JHF,
proposing that these herbs might have several interactions in the course of treatment.

Identi�cation Of JHF's Important Targets By Intersection
Analysis
We collected two sets of disease genes and two sets of drug targets associated with IPF as reference. We
�rst looked at the overlap between these gene sets. As shown in Fig. 3A, among the IPF patients
participating in the GSE2052 dataset experiment, 25 of the 378 disease genes were differentially
expressed, accounting for 6.6% of all disease genes. On the other hand, there were 4 drug target genes for
anti-IPF drugs in KEGG and DrugBank databases, accounting for 30.8% of the target genes in KEGG
database.

In Fig. 3B we showed the overlaps of JHF’ target genes with IPF disease genes and target genes for anti-
IPF drugs in KEGG database. Among the 1305 target genes of JHF, 99 were IPF disease genes,
accounting for 7.59% of all disease genes. Among them, 4 were anti-IPF drug target genes. The four
common genes in the three data sets were TNF (Tumor necrosis factor), CCL2 (C-C motif chemokine 2),
IL6 (Interleukin-6), and IL10 (Interleukin-10), indicating their important role in the treatment of IPF. From
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the predictions, TNF was targeted by 13 compounds of JHF, i.e., kaempferol, quercetin, ruscogenin,
luteolin, epicatechin, palmitic acid, methyl palmitate, adenosine, adenosine triphosphate, choline,
ginsenoside rg1, hexadecanoic acid, spermine; CCL2 was targeted by 6 compounds of JHF (i.e.,
naringenin, quercetin, rutin, palmitic acid, adenosine triphosphate, hexadecanoic acid); IL6 was targeted
by 8 compounds of JHF (i.e., quercetin, luteolin, palmitic acid, adenosine, adenosine triphosphate, dibutyl
phthalate, hexadecanoic acid, spermine); IL10 was targeted by 3 compounds of JHF (i.e., quercetin,
luteolin, adenosine) (See Additional �le 1: Table S1). The four target genes were all target genes of PFD,
and PFD have been approved for the treatment of IPF[20]. Therefore, in the following study, we used
pirfenidone as a positive control drug.

Identi�cation Of The Pathways And Diseases Regulated By
JHF
We used Cytoscape software to construct the drug-target-pathway network of KEGG’s anti-IPF drugs
(Fig. 4A). At present, pirfenidone, a drug commonly used in treatment of pulmonary �brosis, is mainly
involved in TNF signaling pathway, TGF-β signaling pathway, cytokine-cytokine receptor interaction and
cellular senescence, etc. We used ClueGO, a Cytoscape plugin[21], to analyze the biological processes
involved in KEGG’s anti-IPF drug targets. The biological processes mainly included transmembrane
receptor protein kinase activity, regulation of phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase activity, vascular endothelial
cell proliferation and regulation of vascular endothelial growth factor production (Fig. 4B).

As shown in Fig. 4C, a target gene participated in multiple pathways. To elucidate the biological
pathways that JHF might regulate, we analyzed the important pathways involved by JHF targets through
DAVID analysis, and constructed a target-pathway network of putative JHF targets. Considering that
disease is an advanced biological process caused by the dysfunction of basic biological processes, we
only focused on the relevant signaling pathways involved in biological processes. The targets were
signi�cantly enriched in 16 pathways (p < 0.01) (Fig. 4D). To uncover the therapeutic potential of the
putative targets, disease ontology enrichment was conducted. Through "high" strict classi�cation and
enrichment score, a total of 59 clusters of diseases were related to JHF targets, including in�ammation,
bronchiolitis, coronary artery disease, etc (Additional �le 6: Table S6).

Target, pathway and gene ontology analysis of IPF differential expression genes targeted in JHF

In order to further improve the reliability of the analysis, we mapped the predicted targets of JHF to the
network of IPF disease genes, and obtained the target information that JHF could directly regulate IPF
differential expression genes (Fig. 5A). By analyzing these targets with DAVID-KEGG, it was found that 72
targets (such as Transforming growth factor β1 (TGF-β1), SMAD3) were screened and participated in 18
pathways, including ErbB signaling pathway, Thyroid hormone signaling pathway, TGF-β signaling
pathway and so on (Additional �le 7: Table S7) (Fig. 5B). Through the analysis of ClueGO plug-in in the
software of Cytoscape, the molecular functions of these targets mainly included regulation of
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oxidoreductase activity, kinase regulator activity, phosphotransferase activity and transmembrane
receptor protein kinase activity (Fig. 5C). The biological processes mainly included tube development
(Fig. 5D).

Experimental Validation
To con�rm our predictions and the therapeutic effects of JHF, we used a well-characterized animal model
of pulmonary �brosis. JHF or PFD was administrated to PF rats. Previous studies have shown that
compared with the model group, JHF and pirfenidone could signi�cantly inhibit the decreases of FVC
(Forced Vital Capacity) and the increases of lung coe�cient[19]. Histological examination showed
structural changes in the alveoli of the model group, including collapsed alveolar spaces, thickening of
the alveolar walls, presence of in�ammatory cells and excessive collagen �ber deposition. However, JHF
and PFD could alleviate the alveolar damage described above due to bleomycin (Fig. 6A). The epithelial-
mesenchymal transition (EMT) plays an important role in the pathogenesis of pulmonary �brosis, which
is an important pathological process of pulmonary �brosis[22]. TGF-β is an important inducer of EMT
and the strongest inducer of extracellular matrix deposition. Therefore, we detected the role of EMT
involved in TGF-β signaling pathway in the development of pulmonary �brosis. The occurrence of
pulmonary �brosis caused the increase of Vimentin and N-cadherin expression, and the decrease of E-
cadherin expression. However, JHF could reverse the expression of these proteins (Fig. 6B). The
expression of TGF-β and SMAD3 were increased in PF model group compared to normal control, while in
the JHF group, the protein expression returned to the normal level (Fig. 6B).

Discussion
It is well known that treatment options for pulmonary �brosis include antioxidants, cytokine inhibitors,
anti-�brotic drugs and lung transplantation or else [23]. However, most of these studies have focused on
one or two aspects of the lung injury repair process. Although pirfenidone has been proved to have a
better therapeutic effect on PF in clinical practice, it has only received a conditional use recommendation,
and the e�cacy and safety of long-term use are not clear [24, 25]. Herbal medicine has become one of
the most important sources of chemical substances or lead compounds in drug discovery[26]. Network
pharmacology has been used to study the complex components, unknown targets and pharmacological
mechanisms of traditional Chinese medicine prescriptions[27]. In this work, we systematically studied the
anti-IPF mechanism of JHF from the perspective of target, pathway, network and e�cacy levels,
respectively.

In the three datasets of IPF disease genes, JHF targets and anti-IPF drug targets, the four overlapping
genes were TNF, CCL2, IL6 and IL10. Inappropriate production of TNF is involved in the pathogenesis of
many human diseases, including pulmonary �brosis[28, 29]. And TNF has been shown to affect multiple
responses far beyond its proin�ammatory properties[30, 31]. CCL2 is associated with activation of
macrophages and may have a serious impact on the overall survival of patients with IPF[32]. IL6 and
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IL10 play an important role in the recruitment, activation, survival and differentiation of �broblasts into
myo�broblasts in IPF[33, 34]. However, in JHF, there are multiple compounds targeting these targets, and
the same compound has different other targets, indicating the characteristics of multi-component, multi-
target and synergistic action mode of traditional Chinese medicine.

Through the construction and analysis of the assumed target pathway network of JHF regulating IPF
differentially expressed genes, we found that 5 pathways with the most enrichment of JHF targets and
the most signi�cant difference were as follows: thyroid hormone signaling pathway, chemokine signaling
pathway, ErbB signaling pathway, neurotrophin signaling pathway and Hippo signaling pathway.

It has been proved that thyroid hormone (TH) signaling plays an important role in pulmonary �brosis,
including its effect on mitochondrial function. It was found that the increased transformation of
prohormone thyroxine (T4) to active 3,5,3-triiodothyronine (T3) improved the metabolism of alveolar
epithelial cells (AECs) in IPF, and thyroid hormone played an important role in the biogenesis and
bioenergy of mitochondria, which regulated the apoptosis of AECs[35]. The activity and expression level
of iodothyronine deiodinase 2 (DIO2), an enzyme activating TH, were higher in lungs of IPF patients than
in the normal control individuals, and related to the severity of disease. TH inhibited pulmonary �brosis
by depending on PPARGC1A and PINK1 pathways, and the anti-�brosis properties of TH were related to
the protection of alveolar epithelial cells and the restoration of mitochondrial function[36].

Multiple chemokines and cytokines inducing the migration of �broblasts and phenotype change to
myo�broblasts, lead to the occurrence of IPF. Chemokines and cytokines are expressed and released in
alveolar macrophages (AMs), which are mediators of the in�ammatory response and �brotic process. In
the middle stage of pulmonary �brosis, immune cells secrete chemokines and proin�ammatory factors,
accelerate the migration and secretion of macrophages, and thus accelerate the immune response[37].
Single cell sequencing showed that chemokine signaling pathway was upregulated in IPF[38]. Based on
the RNA sequencing of bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) cells in IPF, the differentially expressed gene
symbol list Gene Ontology identi�ed that chemokine-mediated signaling pathway and chemokine activity
were the most signi�cant enrichment of biological processes and molecular functions. Similarly, in KEGG
pathway analysis, cytokine-cytokine receptor interaction, chemokine signaling pathway and TNF
signaling pathway were considered to be the most signi�cant overexpression[39].

ErbB signaling was enriched in plasma proteome of IPF patients[40]. These were tyrosine kinase receptor
families, including Her1 (epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR)), Her2, Her3, and Her4. Several of these
receptors have been reported to play an important role in epithelial remodeling and epithelial hyperplasia,
and have been found to play an important role in the �brosis model[41–43]. EGFR (c-erbB1) played a key
role in the maintenance and repair of epithelial tissue. The interaction between c-erbB receptors and their
ligands might help to determine their role in the maintenance and repair of bronchial epithelium[44].

Neurotrophin signaling is realized by the binding of NT ligands and their homologous high-a�nity
receptors, so-called neurotrophic tyrosine kinase receptors. NT ligands and their homologous receptors
were detected in mice and adult human lung tissues[45–47]. More and more evidences show that the
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expression of NTs and of their homologous receptors in NT signaling pathways of lung diseases were
changed. In chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, the concentrations of NT3 were inhibited[48]. It has
been shown that the expression of NT4/5 and its homologous receptor TrkB increased in the transplanted
human lungs with idiopathic pulmonary �brosis and in lungs of mice with bleomycin-induced pulmonary
�brosis. The dysregulated TrkB/NT4/5 axis might lead to some pathological changes related to
pulmonary �brosis, including hyperplasia of alveolar type II cells and proliferation of �broblasts[49].

Hippo signaling pathway plays a key role in many key pathological processes such as organ growth
control, cell proliferation, apoptosis, tissue regeneration and tumor suppression[50, 51]. Yes-associated
protein (YAP) is a key downstream effector protein of Hippo. In patients with IPF, the activity of YAP
increased, and the interaction of YAP and mTOR/p-S6 signaling pathways induced cell proliferation and
migration, and inhibited epithelial cell differentiation[52].It has been shown that melatonin attenuated
TGF-β1-induced �brogenesis in pulmonary �broblasts by activating the Hippo pathway and then
promoting nuclear translocation and increasing the inactivation and degeneration of YAP1 in the
cytoplasm[53].

In addition, TGF-β is an important inducer of EMT and the strongest inducer of extracellular matrix
deposition. TGF-β could stimulate �broblasts to synthesize extracellular matrix components and induce
matrix metalloproteinase expression[54], including Smads-dependent and non-Smads-dependent
pathways. Smad-complex targeted many genes to activate or inhibit the expression of EMT-related
transcription factors by interacting with DNA sequence-speci�c transcription factors, co-activators, or co-
inhibitors[55, 56]. Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) is a potent promoter of angiogenesis, and
abnormal angiogenesis is a central characteristic for the development and progression of IPF. VEGF
signaling was enriched in the upregulated plasma proteome of patients with IPF, indicating its role in the
pathogenesis of IPF[40]. In VEGF signaling pathway, VEGF combined with vascular endothelial growth
factor receptor 2 (VEGFR2) regulated cell migration, survival and permeability by activating
phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K) in PI3K-Akt signaling pathway [57, 58]. Some studies have shown
that TGF-β1 could stimulate the expression of VEGF-A in human fetal pulmonary �broblasts through
Smad3 signaling pathway [59]. VEGF and VEGF signaling pathway will be the powerful and effective
therapeutic targets for IPF.

In some “hub” signal molecules, there are multiple pathway routes overlapping, forming complex
functional modules[60]. For this complex crosstalk among pathways and environment dependent speci�c
functions, JHF can treat IPF through multiple targets and multiple channels.

Conclusions
Overall, this study analyzed the pharmacological mechanism of JHF in the treatment of IPF to provide
guidance for clinical practice. The studies were used to infer the action mode of TCM prescription from
the level of the target, pathway, network and biomedical e�cacy, and obtain the information of
therapeutic targets in JHF that might target IPF differentially expressed genes, the biological functions of
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targets and the important pathways involved. In addition, this work lays a foundation for the treatment of
complex diseases, such as IPF.
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Figure 1

A comprehensive work�ow for illustrating the mechanisms of JHF in the treatment of IPF.
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Figure 2

Drug-target network for active JHF compounds. Orange Diamonds represent JHF compounds, and blue
nodes represent targets.
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Figure 3

Overlapping of different gene sets. (A) The overlap of disease genes in DisGeNET(Disease genes),
differential expression genes in GSE2052 dataset(Diff genes), drug target genes for anti-IPF drugs in
KEGG and DrugBank database (KEGG targets, Drugbank targets). (B) Overlaps of disease genes from
DisGeNET, drug target genes of anti-IPF drugs in KEGG database and potential JHF targets.
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Figure 4

Identi�cation of targets and pathways for anti-IPF drugs and JHF. (A) Drug-target-pathway network of
KEGG’s anti-IPF drugs. Orange ellipses represent drugs, blue rectangles represent targets, green triangles
represent pathways. (B) Biological processes involved in KEGG’s anti-IPF drug targets. (C) Target-pathway
network of putative JHF targets. Blue rectangles represent targets and orange triangles represent the
pathways. (D) Bubble diagram of main enrichment pathways of putative JHF targets.
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Figure 5

Target, pathway and gene ontology analysis of IPF differential expression gene targeted in JHF. (A)
Analysis of disease genes differentially expressed in IPF regulated by JHF. Blue represents the
differentially expressed genes in IPF, red represents the overlap of potential targets of JHF and the
differentially expressed genes in IPF disease. (B) Pathway analysis of overlapping genes between
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potential targets of JHF and differentially expressed genes in disease. Molecular function analysis (C)
and biological process analysis (D) of overlapping genes.

Figure 6

Experimental veri�cation of important targets and effects. (A) Pulmonary �brosis is ameliorated by JHF
(magni�cation 200×). (B) Effects of JHF on epithelial-mesenchymal transition related proteins and TGF-β
signaling pathway proteins.
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